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Per the FCC, this is a list of the most frequently cited issues of concern to the people in the WBHM/WSGN
listening area during the last quarter. The list details the most significant programs addressing these issues. All
of these programs were published at WBHM.ORG and broadcast on WBHM 90.3 FM and WSGN 91.5 FM
between April 1, 2014 and June 30, 2014. The list includes the following issues:

ARTS

ECONOMY

EDUCATION

GOVERNMENT

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Severe Storms Move Into Alabama
2014-04-28;
The National Weather Service in Birmingham says waves of severe storms are expected across north and
central Alabama through Wednesday. Strong winds and tornados are on the minds of many in the south; this
past weekend marked the three-year anniversary of the 2011 tornados that ripped through Alabama. The entire
state is under a flash flood watch with as much as 5 inches of rain in the forecast. Schools releasing students
early include Birmingham City Schools, Jefferson County Schools, Hoover City Schools and Shelby County
Schools. ; .

Tornado Slams Small Alabama Town
2014-04-29; 17:30
The National Weather Service estimates about 58 tornados hit the South last night, and more severe weather is
on the way. Up to 18 of the tornados were in Central Alabama, where they damaged buildings and knocked
down trees and power lines. A tornado with wind speeds of up to 100 miles per hour hit Kimberly, a town of
less than 3,000 people. Two of its most important buildings were damaged -- one almost completely
obliterated. WBHM's Dan Carsen went there to assess the damage and hear about how residents were coping.
Carsen took pictures and speaks with WBHM News Director Rachel Osier Lindley.; 5:00.

Issues and Ales: Alabama's Prison System
2014-06-17;
Issues within the Alabama prison system impact the culture and economy of Alabama, affecting thousands of
lives across the state every day. What are the causes for concern? Who is responsible? Why does it matter to
you? WBHM explored this topic at 'Issues and Ales: Alabama's Prison System,' hosted in collaboration with
AL.com/The Alabama Media Group and The Center for Investigative Reporting. Hear a broadcast of
highlights from Issues and Ales on Wednesday, June 25, from 2-3 pm. ; .

ARTS

Birmingham Barons: National Anthem Tryouts
2014-04-09; 6:30, 8:30, 16:45
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It's opening day at Regions Field for the Southern League Champion Birmingham Barons. Players and
baseball fans have been anxiously awaiting the first pitch. But another group of Barons fans have been
looking forward to the season for slightly different reasons.; 4:15.

Finding Fashion in the Magic City
2014-04-25;
When you think about the world's most notable fashion hubs, places like New York, London, or Milan might
come to mind - but probably not Birmingham, Alabama. But there are actually a fair amount of fashion
forward thinking people right here in the Magic City, and their philosophy towards clothes goes beyond
outward appearances. Our guest blogger Javacia Harris Bowser explores this in her monthly post for WBHM.;
.

WBHM Receives Eight Regional Murrow Awards
2014-04-26;
Public Radio WBHM 90.3 FM/WSGN 91.5 has won eight 2014 Regional Edward R. Murrow Awards
presented by the Radio Television Digital News Association (RTDNA). The awards recognize the best
electronic journalism produced by radio, television and online news organizations around the world. WBHM
received more regional Murrow Awards than any other station in the large market radio category.; .

"Coming Back With Wes Moore" Explores the Struggles of Returning Combat Veterans
2014-05-20; 6:33, 8:33, 5:30
The transition from soldier to civilian can be difficult and lonely. Friends and family members often just don't
know how to help returning soldiers. But Army veteran and author Wes Moore wants to change that. He's the
executive producer and host of "Coming Back With Wes Moore," a new documentary series on PBS. The
show follows combat veterans on their journeys back into society. Moore hopes the program will encourage
broader awareness of the issues veterans face. Moore spoke with WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley about the
three-part series, his experience returning from combat and the tragic event that inspired the series.; 4:25.

Maya Angelou dies at 86
2014-05-28;
Poet and activist Maya Angelou has died after a long illness at her home in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
She was 86. In 2009 Angelou spoke in Birmingham at an event for the UAB Minority Health and Health
Disparities Research Center. In an interview with Greg Bass for WBHM she reflected on her humble roots.; .

Finding Home Again in Birmingham
2014-05-30;
Sometimes life can take you to surprising places, and sometimes the place you never thought you'd settle in
becomes an unexpected home. For our guest blogger Javacia Harris Bowser, Birmingham was where she grew
up, but wasn't necessary where she wanted to put permanent roots. She explores her loving yet complicated
relationship with the Magic City in her monthly post for WBHM.; .

Bethany Borg's Nordik Fire: Electric Violin Rock Fusion
2014-06-13; 5:30, 7:30, 17:30
For years award winning violinist Bethany Borg has played and toured with numerous groups. Now, she's
ready to take center stage showcasing all that the fiddle can do. She talks about her struggles, triumphs, and
new electric violin solo project, Nordik Fire, with WBHM's Sarah Delia. ; 7:57.

ECONOMY

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-04-07; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
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One of Birmingham's largest private companies is being sold to an Ohio-based company. Steris has agreed to
buy Birmingham-based Integrated Medical Systems. It's one of two recent cases of out-of-state companies
buying Birmingham properties and we hear about that in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-04-14; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Few were surprised when Energen announced the company was selling its subsidiary Alagasco. Reports had
been flying for months that Energen was looking for a buyer for the utility. Now that a St. Louis firm is
picking up Alagasco for $1.6 billion, weâ��ll look at what the sale means for Birmingham. That's in this
week's Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Interview: Birmingham Barons General Manager Jonathan Nelson
2014-04-18; 6:33, 8:33, 17:30
This Saturday, the Birmingham Barons kick off a five-game series against the Tennessee Smokies. The 2013
Southern League Champions are already off to a strong start for their second season at Regions Field. More
than 35,000 fans attended the Barons season-opening homestand earlier this month. For more on what to
expect this baseball season, WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley caught up with Birmingham Barons general
manager Jonathan Nelson. This is Nelson's 21st season working in professional baseball, and his 10th season
as the Barons general manager. In this conversation, Nelson talks about the pressures of following the
2012-2013 season, the impact of the new Regions Field downtown and his favorite Barons mascot.; 4:44.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-04-21; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Birmingham officials have been smiling with each announcement of new investment in the city center. They
really had something to smile about with the recent announcement of three apartment and retail projects in
Birmingham's Southside and Lakeview neighborhoods. We hear more details in this week's Magic City
Marketplace.; 4:00.

A Look Inside the Thomas Jefferson Hotel
2014-04-26; 5:33, 7:33, 15:30
Some of downtown Birmingham's iconic vacant buildings are about to see new life as retail and residential
space. This summer, construction begins on a $59 million dollar renovation of the Pizitz building. Developers
are also planning to revamp the Thomas Jefferson Hotel on Second Ave. North. It's no small undertaking. The
19-story building has been abandoned for three decades. What's it like inside an old luxury hotel that's been
empty for over 30 years? WBHM freelancer Ashley Cleek takes a glimpse inside.; 5:03.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-04-28; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Brick-and-mortar retailers face increasing pressure from online outlets, but mall owners around Birmingham
proudly proclaim "we're not dead yet!" Staying ahead though does mean change and new investment. We talk
about the state of retail in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-05-12; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Barbecue is one of those things like religion and politics that generate strong opinions very quickly. Think wet
vs. dry or tomato vs. vinegar sauces. While the culinary quibbling probably won't end, there are signs
Birmingham barbecue is gaining ground beyond the state. We dig into that in this week's Magic City
Marketplace. ; 4:00.

Maker Spaces come to Birmingham
2014-05-13; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
There's a myth in business of an inventor coming up with the next big idea tinkering in his or her garage.
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Well, the next big idea might not come from a garage, but from a maker space. These are part community
workshop, part science club. While maker spaces have been popping up around the country for several years,
they've come to Birmingham more recently.; 3:26.

Interview: Mark Crosswhite, Alabama Power's New CEO
2014-05-16; 6:33, 8:33, 15:30
Alabama Power is Alabama's largest utility and an influential force in the state. And the company just saw a
leadership change at the highest level. Earlier this year, Charles McCrary retired after serving as CEO for
almost thirteen years. Alabama Power's new CEO, Mark Crosswhite, started on March 1. Crosswhite is the
former Chief Operating Officer at Southern Company, Alabama Power's parent company. Since taking on the
top role, Crosswhite says he's traveled the state, meeting with employees and customers. He recently sat down
with WBHM's News Director, Rachel Osier Lindley, to talk about economic development, renewable energy,
and his plans for Alabama Power's future.; 4:54.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-05-19; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Birmingham may be far and away the state largest metro area, but it seems to be losing out when it comes to
major industrial projects. Mobile has Airbus, while Huntsville has the Remington plant. Economic
development officials are trying to change that and we talk about it in this week's Magic City Marketplace. ;
4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-05-26; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
Banking remains and important part of the Birmingham economy. But the biggest threat to banking may not
be another financial institution but a tech startup -- perhaps one that doesn't even exist yet. We hear more in
this week's Magic City Marketplace.; 4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-06-02; 6:35, 8:35
Voters go to the polls Tuesday for Alabama's primary election. One of the hot races is the Republican primary
for the sixth congressional district. It's a conservative district covering suburban Birmingham. And it's one
business leaders are watching. We talk about that in this week's Magic City Marketplace.; 4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-06-09; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
If you're on Medicare in Birmingham, going to the hospital could cost the federal government more money.
New data shows hospitals in Birmingham charge the feds higher rates for Medicare-covered procedures --
significantly more than what's charged in other cities in the region. We hear about that in this week's Magic
City Marketplace.; 4:00.

Cindy Crawford: Magic City Marketplace
2014-06-16; 6:35, 8:35, 16:45
As Birmingham climes out of the Great Recession, the local economy hasn't returned to the boom of the
mid-2000s. But a new analysis is providing a view of what Birmingham's recovery does look like. It's where
we start in this week's Magic City Marketplace.; 4:00.

EDUCATION

INTERVIEW: Arnold Shober On The Importance Of School Board Leadership
2014-04-15; 06:33, 08:33, 16:40
Across the country, school boards have been losing power to state and federal authorities, and some experts
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see local boards as increasingly ineffective. But last month, an education policy think tank released a national
report on the influence of school board leadership. According to the Fordham Institute, local boards really do
impact student achievement. Given recent events in Birmingham City Schools and other area systems,
WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen caught up with co-author Arnold Shober, who says the overall vision
of a school board is key, as is the way members are elected.; 6:00.

UAB's Florence Nightingale Letters
2014-04-22; 7:35, 16:45
As UAB nursing students take finals this week, they'll be drawing on what they've learned about the human
body in class and in clinics. But students also have had a special way to connect with the history of the field.
The school holds 50 letters written by the woman credited with founding modern nursing -- Florence
Nightingale. WBHM intern Russ Timothy reports.; 3:28.

Birmingham Schools Taken Off Accreditation Probation
2014-05-03; 17:04
Last night, the international accreditation agency AdvancEd released a report based on their team's March
visit to Birmingham City Schools. Although the report noted many areas still in need of improvement, the
agency upgraded the school system from "probation" to "accredited, warned." In response, school leaders
called a press conference today. Our education reporter Dan Carsen recorded it and broke it down for
listeners.; 24:00.

INTERVIEW: Rick Vest, Counseling Coordinator Of Two-Year College For Prisoners
2014-05-06; 06:33, 08:33, 16:33
J.F. Ingram State is a unique part of Alabama's two-year college system because one hundred percent of its
students are incarcerated. Its new pilot program at Julia Tutwiler Prison focuses on life skills, not just
vocational training. As part of our prison-reporting partnership with Alabama Media Group's Investigative
Journalism Lab, WBHM's Dan Carsen spoke with Ingram State Counseling Coordinator Rick Vest outside
Ingram's Tutwiler campus. Among other things, Vest says learning job skills isn't enough.; 6:00.

AL.com, WBHM Event Yields Frank Talk On Hoover School Bus Fees
2014-05-09; 17:30
Today, AL.com and WBHM hosted a lunch discussion on the controversy over the Hoover school system's
plan to impose fees on student bus riders. AL.com reporter Jon Anderson and WBHM's education reporter
Dan Carsen were on hand to facilitate the sometimes heated discussion and answer questions. Afterward,
Carsen spoke with WBHM's News Director Rachel Lindley. To start, Carsen recaps how the situation got to
where it is today.; 4:30.

INTERVIEW: James Willig On The "Gamification" Of Medical Education
2014-05-14; 06:33, 08:33, 17:30
Medical education is always evolving. One way it's changed in recent years is that residents are not allowed to
work the long, judgment-impairing shifts they used to. Most agree that's good. But how do you make up for
all that lost teaching time? Some UAB researchers think they have an answer: video games. They created a
competitive educational game called "Kaizen-Internal Medicine," or just "Kaizen-IM," and a small but
promising study showed that busy young doctors learned from it in their off hours. UAB's James Willig sat
down with WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen to explain. Willig starts with a downside of limiting
residents' work hours.; 6:00.

Commentary: How Politicians Send The Wrong Message To Alabama's Teachers
2014-05-27; 06:35, 08:35, 17:30
Education is a hot topic for politicians in Alabama. This year we saw intense debates in the Legislature around
Alabama's College & Career Ready Standards and the state's education budget, including pay raises for
teachers. Commentator and rural education advocate Larry Lee thinks all the political rhetoric sends the
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wrong message to Alabama teachers. In this commentary, he says it can hurt morale, and even drive qualified
educators out of state.; 3:48.

Almost 150 Years Later, Many Still Unaware of Juneteenth Holiday
2014-06-19; 5:30, 7:30
Juneteenth marks the official end of slavery in the United States. On June 19, 1865, the last slaves in Texas
were finally told they were free - a full two and half years after Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation. Though Juneteenth is widely celebrated across the U.S., some local educators fear that students,
and even older adults, are still unaware of Juneteenth's history and cultural importance. For WBHM, intern
Morgan Smith has more. ; 4:16.

Life After Prison: Interview With Robin, Student And Tutwiler Inmate
2014-06-24; 05:33, 07:33, 5:30
All this week, WBHM explores challenges people face after being released from Alabama's prisons. One
barrier is a lack of skills. But some educators are working to smooth that transition even before the inmates
get out: J.F. Ingram State Technical College has a new program at Tutwiler Prison that teaches vocations and
life skills, including getting along with others, with the goal of reducing recidivism. WBHM's Dan Carsen sat
in on those classes then spoke with a student -- an inmate named Robin. We agreed not to use last names, but
Dan asked her about her plans once she's out ... and about why she's in.; 6:00.

DOCUMENTARY: Voices From Tutwiler Prison For Women
2014-06-24; 14:30
J.F. Ingram Technical College is a unique part of Alabama's two-year college system because all of its
students are incarcerated. Last month, WBHM's Dan Carsen went to Ingram's campus at Tutwiler Prison. He
was planning to do a story on Ingram's new life skills program there, but sometimes, plans change. He decided
the best way to convey those classes was basically to let the tape roll ... which also gives normally voiceless
people a chance to be heard. You can hear them right now. Or click on the link above to hear them and see
more photos.; 25:00.

GOVERNMENT

John Archibald: A Legislative Plea Deal
2014-04-03; 6:33, 8:33
Thursday is the last day of the Alabama legislative session. It's a busy time in Montgomery, but if one thing
can cut through all that activity, it's a sudden resignation and a plea deal. Montgomery Republican
Representative Greg Wren resigned unexpectedly Tuesday and within hours the state attorney general's office
announced a plea deal with Wren over an ethics charge. Many people believe there are similar announcements
to come. We talk about it with Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald. ; 6:00.

Don Dailey: 2014 Legislative Session Review
2014-04-04; 6:30, 8:30, 16:45
The 2014 Alabama legislative session is in the books. Lawmakers wrapped up the session Thursday evening
but there's a looming question about one key piece of legislation -- the education budget. We review the final
days of the session with Don Dailey. ; 4:50.

Kyle Whitmire: 2014 Session Review
2014-04-09; 16:45
The 2014 session has come to a close. For an election year, there was plenty of action and drama at the
statehouse. We take a look back at the highs and lows as well as the possibility of a special session with Kyle
Whitmire of AL.com and the Birmingham News.; 5:20.
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John Archibald: Why Bills Don't Pass in Alabama
2014-04-10; 6:33, 8:33
If there's anyone who can breath a sigh of relief coming out of the recent Alabama legislative session, it's the
Birmingham Water Works Board. Officials there were not happy with a proposed bill that would change the
make up of the board and bring new restrictions. That bill died. But the board also spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars for lobbyists to try and defeat it. We hear about it with Alabama Media Group columnist
John Archibald. ; 6:00.

John Archibald: A Lackluster Primary
2014-04-17; 6:33, 8:33
Election season is gearing up as candidates campaign for the primaries on June 3rd. There are races for
governor and congress. But it's perhaps understandable if this year's races don't generate as much excitement
as in the past. Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald picks out a few key races.; 6:00.

Longtime Secretary of the Alabama Senate Dies
2014-04-18;
Former longtime secretary of the Alabama state Senate, McDowell Lee, has died at the age of 89. His
daughter says Lee died Thursday afternoon after a brief illness at his home in Auburn. In 2008, WBHM's
Andrew Yeager spoke with Lee about his position and the change he had seen through five decades in the
legislature.; .

Kyle Whitmire: Alabama's 6th Congressional District Primary
2014-04-23; 16:45, 18:45
Seven candidates are in the running to become the Republican nominee to represent Alabama's 6th
Congressional District in Washington, D.C. following the retirement of Representative Spencer Bachus. The
June 3 primary is seven weeks away. We discuss the candidates and more with Kyle Whitmire of Al.com and
the Birmingham News.; 4:30.

Interview: Reporter Brian Lawson Discusses Inmate Healthcare
2014-04-24; 5:33, 7:33, 17:30
For the next several months, WBHM joins AL.com and the Center for Investigative Reporting as part of the
Alabama Media Group's Investigative Journalism Lab. We're taking a closer look at Alabama's prison
problems. Earlier this year, a Department of Justice report detailed cases of rape and sexual abuse at the Julia
Tutwiler prison in Wetumpka. As part of their continued investigation of Alabama prisons, the Department of
Justice is seeing if inmate medical care and mental health care are constitutionally adequate. AL.com reporter
Brian Lawson has been looking into inmate health care, and he's heard some troubling stories for former
inmates and their families. WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley sat down with Lawson to find out more.; 4:56.

John Archibald: Some Numerical Perspective on the Northern Beltine
2014-04-24; 6:33, 8:33
State and Birmingham leaders broke ground this week on the first portion of the Northern Beltline. That's the
planned 52-mile highway which would arc across the northern half of the metro area, a counterpart to
Interstate 459 to the south. The road is expected to take several decades to build and it comes with a $5.5
billion price tag. Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald believes the price tag needs to be put in a
little perspective.; 6:00.

Tornadoes Rip Through Alabama; School Closings and Delays
2014-04-29;
Powerful storms blew through Alabama Monday afternoon and overnight, killing at least three people in the
state, overturning cars and destroying homes. Possible tornadoes hit Limestone and Madison counties before
plowing through parts of Tuscaloosa and Jefferson counties.; .
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Scenes Of Damage In Bessemer
2014-04-29;
Bessemer, Alabama was hit extremely hard by Monday night's storms. WBHM's Andrew Yeager visited
Bessemer today to document the damages.; .

Alabama Recovers from Tornadoes Before the Next Round
2014-04-29; 15:30, 15:30
At least 3 people in Alabama have died and more than 100,000 Alabama Power customers were without
electricity after strong storms raked across the state Monday night. As many as 18 tornadoes may have
touched down. But as residents dig out there's a second line of storms on the way.; 3:35.

Kyle Whitmire: Lethal Injection Policies
2014-04-30; 16:45, 18:45
In Oklahoma Tuesday night, Clayton Lockett was scheduled to be executed by lethal injection. But something
went wrong. Lockett regained partial consciousness during the injection process. The execution was stopped
and he died 20 minutes later from a heart attack. Death penalty politics and the sentiments behind lethal
injection was a hot button issue during Alabama's 2014 legislative session. We take a closer look with Kyle
Whitmire of AL.com and the Birmingham News. ; 4:45.

Interview: State Senator Cam Ward on Alabama's Prison System
2014-05-01; 5:33, 7:33, 15:30
Alabama's prison system is under investigation by the Justice Department after a federal report detailed cases
of rape and sexual abuse at the Julia Tutwiler Prison for Women. If some big changes aren't made, the federal
government could take over the prison system. State Senator Cam Ward, R-Alabaster, is fighting that. He's a
vocal advocate of prison reform and chairs the Alabama Legislature's joint oversight committee on prisons.
Ward spoke with WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley about what he believes the legislature needs to do. ; 4:50.

John Archibald: A Miracle After the Tornadoes
2014-05-01; 6:33, 8:33
Bessemer and Kimberly are among the towns cleaning up after a series of tornadoes plowed over Alabama
Monday night. The storms killed three people statewide, tore off roofs and downed trees. It's a familiar sight
to anyone who's lived in Alabama for very long. But the latest round of tornadoes has Alabama Media Group
columnist John Archibald thinking about one word -- miracle.; 6:00.

Kyle Whitmire: Public Prayer In Alabama
2014-05-07; 16:45, 18:45
This week the Supreme Court ruled that it is lawful for prayers to be held before public events such as city
council meetings. The ruling has spurred great debate especially in states like Alabama where public prayer is
quite common. Kyle Whitmire of AL.com and the Birmingham News joins us to explain the ruling and offer
his own thoughts on public prayer. ; 5:02.

John Archibald: A Sit-down with Mike Hubbard
2014-05-08; 6:33, 8:33
Politicians often feel they have a target on their backs. If there's anyone who that applies to right now in
Alabama politics, it's House Speaker Mike Hubbard. A grand jury in Lee County has already ensnared two
state lawmakers and the conventional wisdom is that body is after Hubbard. Alabama Media Group columnist
John Archibald sat down with Mike Hubbard last week and offers his observations.; 6:00.

Kyle Whitmire: Changes In Governor Bentley's Staff
2014-05-14; 16:45, 18:45
The governor's office announced today that former House Speaker Seth Hammett has been named the interim
chief of staff for Governor Robert Bentley. Hammett replaces David Perry, who also announced today he has
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accepted a new position in Birmingham. Kyle Whitmire from AL.com and the Birmingham News joins us to
discuss. ; 4:55.

John Archibald: PSC Candidates and Why You Might Think Twice About Eating Fish in Alabama
2014-05-15; 6:33, 8:33
It almost sounds like a joke. Two public service commissioners and two challengers walk into an elevator.
The elevator gets stuck. That happened Monday when the quartet went to meet with the Birmingham News
editorial board. Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald was there. He talks about the candidates and
other environmental politics.; 6:00.

Kyle Whitmire: Luther Strange Returns PAC Money
2014-05-21; 16:45, 18:45
Last month Alabama Attorney General Luther Strange's reelection campaign accepted a $50,000 donation
from a newly registered Alabama political action committee. After the Alabama Media Group inquired about
the transfer, the Strange campaign returned the donation to the PAC. Kyle Whitmire of AL.com and the
Birmingham News joins us to follow the money.; 4:53.

How Do Newspapers Affect Voting and Community Participation?
2014-05-22; 5:33, 7:33, 5:30
Since 2007, more than 250 newspapers have stopped publishing. As newspapers across the country fold or
choose to publish less frequently, media experts are asking big questions. If newspapers scale back, will
citizens know less, and even care less, about where they live? And does this affect how many people vote?
Research says "yes." On the heels of Alabama's June 3 primaries, Les Lovoy reports on the challenges today's
newspapers face, and what it means for civic life.; 4:54.

John Archibald: State Rep. wants Perjury Charges Dismissed
2014-05-22; 6:33, 8:33
State Representative Barry Moore of Enterprise is awaiting a judge's decision on dropping perjury charges
against the south Alabama Republican. Moore was indicted last month, but this week appeared in court in Lee
County as his lawyers argued for the case to be dismissed. It's a case that's already embroiled one other
lawmaker and still has many wondering if it will also mean more trouble for House Speaker Mike Hubbard.
Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald was in that court hearing and offers his thoughts.; 6:00.

As Newspapers Scale Back, What Happens To Watchdog Journalism?
2014-05-23; 5:33, 7:33, 4:44
In the last decade, hundreds of newspapers closed or started publishing less frequently. Locally, The
Birmingham News cut back to publishing three days a week in 2012. As newspapers disappear, who is left
keep a watchful eye on big business and government? For WBHM, Les Lovoy continues his look at today's
media landscape and considers the role of the watchdog journalist. ; 4:58.

Kyle Whitmire: Judge Overturns Alabama Accountability Act
2014-05-28;
A Montgomery judge ruled today that the Alabama Accountability Act is unconstitutional. He said it violates
the state Constitution's requirement for the Legislature to have only one subject in a bill. Plus, Representative
Patricia Todd voices her opinions on closeted lawmakers living a double life. ; .

John Archibald: A Different Primary and Talk of a Dome
2014-05-29; 6:33, 8:33
Voters go to the polls next Tuesday to vote in primary elections and residents will have an important decision
-- whether to take a Republican or Democratic ballot. It's not an insignificant choice since in some races the
winner of the primary is all but guaranteed to carry the general election in November. That means some voters
in effect will have to pass on their chance to meaningfully affect the outcome of certain races. Alabama Media
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Group columnist John Archibald talks about that as well as revived talk of a dome.; 6:00.

Interview: Reporter Alex Walsh on Alabama's Prison Budget
2014-05-30; 5:35, 7:35, 17:30
Alabama's prison system is currently under investigation by the Justice Department. If some big changes
aren't made, the federal government could take over the prison system. We've heard a lot about the conditions
inside Alabama prisons, but today we explore a different side: the state prison budget. One in every four
dollars in Alabama's general fund budget goes to prisons. And that's growing. Al.com data reporter Alex
Walsh joined WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley to talk about corrections spending.; 3:58.

Find Your Polling Place for June 3 and Learn About Alabama's New Voter ID Requirement
2014-06-01;
Primary elections in Alabama are Tuesday, June 3. This is the first election where Alabama's new voter ID
law will be in effect. Voters in all precincts in Alabama will be required to show a state issued photo ID or a
student ID from an Alabama college or university. Here's all the information you need to be prepared for
election day. ; .

At The Polls in Lowndes Country With Alabama's New Voter ID Law
2014-06-03; 6:33, 8:33, 17:30
As voters head to the polls for today's primary election, it's the first time people in Alabama will be required
to show a photo ID to cast a ballot. Critics say the new law is a roadblock for the poor and minorities. It's a
particularly hot issue in Alabama's Black Belt, where African-Americans during the civil rights era were met
with violence when trying to vote. Supporters of the law say a photo ID will cut down on voter fraud. But as
Ashley Cleek reports, the new law might not stop the type of fraud some say is rampant in the region. ; 4:48.

Primary Election 2014 Results
2014-06-04;
Alabama voters made their selections in statewide, state legislative, congressional and local primaries
Tuesday. Here are the results from key races with the winner declared by the Associated Press. If no candidate
won a majority, the top two finishers advance to a runoff July 15th.; .

Kyle Whitmire: Alabama's Primary Election
2014-06-04; 16:45, 18:45
Alabama's primary election was held this week. We take a look at voter turnout rate, the results, and surprises
of the primaries with Kyle Whitmire of AL.com and the Birmingham News. ; 4:07.

Interview: Kim Thomas, Alabama Department of Corrections Commissioner
2014-06-05; 06:35, 7:35, 15:44
For the last several months, WBHM has joined al.com and the Center for Investigative Reporting as part of
the Alabama Media Group's investigative journalism lab. Together, we're taking a look at Alabama's prison
problems. Earlier this year, the Department of Justice accused Alabama of failing to protect prisoners at the
Julia Tutwiler Prison for Women from sexual abuse and harassment from male officers. To hear more on the
issues and challenges facing the Tutwiler prison, Les Lovoy spoke with Kim Thomas, Alabama Department
of Corrections Commissioner. ; 3:42.

Interview: U.S. Attorney Joyce White Vance on Alabama's Heroin Problem
2014-06-09; 5:33, 7:33, 17:30
Heroin use is on the rise across the country, including Alabama. Since 2012, heroin overdoses have killed
more than 150 people in Birmingham and surrounding suburbs. And that number continues to rise. A
community summit Tuesday at UAB examines the numerous complicated issues surrounding heroin addiction
and abuse. For more on the growing heroin problem in Northern Alabama, Rachel Osier Lindley spoke with
U.S. Attorney Joyce White Vance. Vance discusses the path to heroin addiction and law enforcement's efforts
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to stop the drug from spreading. ; 5:16.

Some Airport Taxis in Birmingham May be Skirting the Rules
2014-06-11; 6:30, 8:30, 16:50
As summer travel season picks up, some people flying into Birmingham may take a taxi to leave the airport.
That ride though isn't always a pleasant one. WBHM has discovered cases of airport taxi drivers skirting city
rules, even refusing to offer service to passengers if they live close to the airport. WBHM's Andrew Yeager
reports.; 5:05.

It's Actually Illegal to Hail a Cab in Birmingham
2014-06-11; 6:35, 8:35, 16:55
Cities around the country heavily regulate taxis and Birmingham is no different. The ordinance governing
taxis, limousines and other "vehicles for hire" stretches 40 pages and covers everything from the types of
credit cards taxis are supposed to accept to how frequently seats are wiped down. But it also says cab drivers
arenâ��t allowed to drive around looking for passengers. Also, it's illegal for someone to hail a taxi outside of
downtown or Lakeview.; 3:00.

Kyle Whitmire: VA Healthcare and Alabama's Prisons
2014-06-11; 16:45, 18:45
On Tuesday Governor Robert Bentley announced a plan to overhaul the state's severely overcrowded prison
system. Also this week, the Southern Poverty Law Center released a detailed report highlighting medical care
problems in Alabama's prisons. Plus, we take a look at wait times for Alabama veterans to receive medical
attention. Kyle Whitmire of AL.com and the Birmingham News joins us.; 4:45.

Problems in Alabama's Prisons Pose Challenges For The State
2014-06-12; 5:33, 7:33, 15:30
It's been an eventful week for the Alabama Prison System. On Tuesday, Governor Robert Bentley announced
initial plans for rebuilding the state's overburdened and underfunded prison system. Governor Bentley said
Alabama would work in partnership with private agencies and the government to examine the prison system
and suggest reforms. Bentley's announcement came on the same day the Southern Poverty Law Center
released a highly critical report on medical care in Alabama prisons. For WBHM, Les Lovoy outlines the
numerous challenges facing Alabama's prisons, and what the state is doing to solve the problems. ; 4:16.

John Archibald: New Numbers Show Birmingham City Council Still Traveling A Lot
2014-06-12; 6:33, 8:33
With summer here many people will be taking off on getaways to the beach. The Birmingham City Council
has been traveling as well, although on the taxpayer dime. It's a pet peeve of Alabama Media Group columnist
John Archibald. He has new numbers that show city councilors are still spending more on travel than many
other cities.; 6:00.

Joseph Ellwanger: "Strength for the Struggle"
2014-06-13; 6:33, 8:33, 16:30
Of the many people involved in the civil rights movement, Joseph Ellwanger's participation came from a
unique position. He's white and in the 1960s pastored the predominantly black St. Paul Lutheran Church in
Birmingham's Titusville neighborhood. He also led a group called the Concerned White Citizens of Alabama.
They marched in Selma on what turned out to be the eve of Bloody Sunday. Ellwanger has written the book
"Strength for the Struggle" which reflects on his experiences first in Birmingham and later in Milwaukee. He
spoke with WBHM's Andrew Yeager.; 5:30.

A Hispanic Church Reflects on Immigration Reform in Alabama
2014-06-17; 6:35, 8:35, 16:44
After House Majority Leader Eric Cantor primary defeat last week, immigration reform is taking center stage
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yet again. Alabama is no stranger to the immigration debate. The state's immigration law, HB 56, was known
as the toughest in the nation when it passed in 2011. But a federal settlement last fall blocked several key
provisions of the law. For WBHM, Nathan Turner Jr. visited a local Hispanic church to explore what's
changed for the congregation since the settlement. He also hears what some say still needs to change in
Alabama's immigration policies.; 3:47.

Kyle Whitmire: Is a State Lottery in Alabama's Future?
2014-06-18; 16:45, 18:45
In 1999, Alabama voters rejected a state lottery that would have paid for the college education of some
students. Since then, GOP lawmakers have been relatively quiet on pushing the state lottery issue. But, some
may be coming around to the idea as state education costs continue to rise. We discuss the possibility of a
state lottery plus weâ��ll take a look at Governor Robert Bentleyâ��s job performance with Kyle Whitmire,
political commentator for AL.com and the Birmingham News. ; 5:12.

What We Heard at WBHM's Issues and Ales
2014-06-19; 17:30
On Tuesday, June 17, WBHM hosted an Issues and Ales panel discussion focusing on the Alabama prison
system. Over three panels, speakers covered the system's current problems with overcrowding, along with
how to best rehabilitate offenders and what Alabama could do to improve the prison system. Panelists
included Alabama Department of Corrections Commissioner Kim Thomas, State Senator Cam Ward, former
inmates, and people who provide services to ex-offenders. WBHM's education reporter Dan Carsen and news
director Rachel Osier Lindley moderated the discussion. They sat down after the event to discuss some of the
highlights. The event was hosted in collaboration with the Alabama Media Group. ; 4:46.

John Archibald: Can Inmates Ever Stop Serving their Time?
2014-06-19; 6:33, 8:33
The problems with Alabama's prisons are well documented. The state prison system is at almost twice
capacity. It's costing the state more money every year. Plus there are numerous allegations of poor, even
illegal treatment of prisoners by employees. Those issues were part of a panel discussion this week called
Issues and Ales. WBHM hosted the event along with the Alabama Media Group and the Center for
Investigative Reporting. Alabama Media Group columnist John Archibald listened to that conversation and
shares his thoughts.; 6:00.

Life After Prison: Ex-offenders Face Many Challenges When Reentering Society
2014-06-22; 5:33, 7:33, 15:30
Alabama's overcrowded prisons currently house more than 25,000 inmates. The vast majority - about 97% -
will one day be released and return to the communities they left behind. After incarceration, former inmates
face staggering challenges. All this week, WBHM's Life After Prison series will explore the stories of
Alabama's recently released prisoners struggling to reintegrate into society. It's part of our investigation into
the Alabama prison system, in partnership with al.com and the Center for Investigative Reporting. To start
this series, WBHM's Rachel Osier Lindley examines what stands between ex-offenders and a productive life
outside of prison. ; 4:16.

The City of Birmingham is Preparing for Uber
2014-06-24; 4:45, 6:35, 8:35
The ride sharing company Uber could be driving into Birmingham. The company has posted online ads for
drivers although they won't say specifically whether they have plans to come to Birmingham. Such ride
sharing operations have become common in larger cities around the country and the world. But many local
governments have cried foul saying they're just unregulated taxi services. Birmingham City Councilwoman
Kim Rafferty, who chairs the transportation committee, is trying to get ahead of that. ; 3:00.

Life After Prison: Ex-Felons Often Struggle to Find a Job
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2014-06-25; 5:35, 7:35, 17:30
Throughout the week, WBHM is reporting on the hurdles ex-felons face once they're released from prison.
One of the primary challenges they face is finding stable employment. In addition to the external struggles
ex-felons face when looking for work, many also grapple with internal ones, like drug addiction or mental
health issues. But, issues aside, ex-offenders need a job to provide for their basic needs, in addition to money
required to pay court expenses and restitution. The long path back to a normal life begins with whether or not
an employer will give ex-offenders a chance. For WBHM News, Les Lovoy has more.; 3:35.

Hear Highlights from "Issues & Ales: Alabama's Prison System"
2014-06-25; 14:00
Public Radio WBHM 90.3 FM hosted an "Issues & Ales" event concentrating on Alabama's Prison System on
Tuesday, June 17 at WorkPlay. Listen for highlights from the event on WBHM at 2 p.m. Wednesday, June 25.
If you missed the event and the broadcast, listen here. This panel discussion focused on what Alabama
residents want from the prison and criminal justice systems and how policy makers and communities can
punish wrongdoing, rehabilitate offenders and, by extension, reduce crime in Alabama.; 56:00.

Kyle Whitmire: 6th Congressional District Campaign Tactics
2014-06-25; 16:45, 18:45
Kyle Whitmire, of AL.com and the Birmingham News joins us to discuss the campaign tactics of the two
Republican candidates battling to represent Alabama's 6th Congressional District. Paul DeMarco and Gary
Palmer will face each other in a runoff on July 15. The winner goes to the November general election. ; 4:45.

A Candidates Forum for the Republican Primary Runoff in Alabama's 6th Congressional District
2014-06-26; 14:00
Republican voters will decide their candidate for Alabama's 6th Congressional District race in a runoff
election July 15th. To help inform voters Jefferson State Community College hosted a forum June 24th at its
Shelby-Hoover campus between the two candidates -- State Rep. Paul DeMarco and policy analyst Gary
Palmer. WBHM airs this forum Thursday, June 26th at 2 p.m.; 55:57.

Life After Prison: How Prison Shaped a Woman's Career Path
2014-06-26; 5:30, 7:30, 16:45
For 10 years of her adult life, Jamie Faust was in and out of county jail and federal prison. In 2012 she entered
Julia Tutwiler's Prison for Women as an HIV positive inmate. At the time, HIV inmates were segregated from
the general population. She tells WBHM's Sarah Delia that living with HIV in prison wasn't easy, but the
experience pushed her to follow a career path she might not have otherwise.; 4:06.

John Archibald: Give Edward Lane a Job
2014-06-26; 6:33, 8:33
Idealists like to think of the little guy going to Washington and coming out on top. Every once in a while
reality reaches toward that idealism. It happened in a recent U.S. Supreme Court ruling. The justices ruled
unanimously in favor of Edward Lane, a former Alabama 2-year college system employee who testified about
corruption he saw and was fired. They say the First Amendment protects his testimony. Alabama Media
Group columnist John Archibald says he needs more than a moral victory.; 6:00.

FEMA Extends Disaster Assistance Deadline For Alabama Residents Affected by April Tornados, Flooding
2014-06-27;
The U.S. Small Business Administration and the Federal Emergency Management Agency have extended the
deadline for Alabama residents to register for assistance if they were affected by the severe storms, tornadoes
and flooding that hit the state in late April. Applications for assistance from both agencies are now due July
15, pushed back from the original July 1 deadline.; .

Life After Prison: Victims Face Tough Road Too
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2014-06-27; 5:33, 7:33, 17:30
All this week in our series Life After Prison we've been exploring the challenges inmates face rebuilding their
lives after serving their sentences. It's part of a reporting project in partnership with AL.com and the Center
for Investigative Reporting. But for every prisoner there's a victim and often victims face a tough road.
WBHM's Andrew Yeager explores this through one crime victim's experience.; 5:55.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Interview: Dr. Edward O. Wilson, Biologist and Alabama Native
2014-04-30; 5:50, 7:50 and 15:30
Dr. Edward O. Wilson is best known for his work studying ants. Wilson discovered the first fire ant colony in
North America, as a 13-year-old playing outside in Mobile. The world-renowned scientist recently came back
to his alma mater, The University of Alabama, for a week-long symposium celebrating Alabama's
biodiversity. Reporter Gigi Douban talked with Wilson about what makes Alabama so special, what to do
when ants invade your kitchen and his recent contributions to UA.; 6:35.
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